INCLUDED:
Eid Mubarak Banner
Dessert Toppers
Gift Tags
Straw Banners
Give a Gift QR Codes
Instructions

Printing
Print pages 4-21 on A4 cardstock paper using “scale to fit” setting. (We recommend ASTROBRIGHT White Cardstock 65 lbs.)

Supplies Needed
• Tape {regular and double sided}
• Scissors or a Paper Cutter
• Hole Puncher
• Toothpicks
• Ribbon or Twine
• Straws
Instructions

Banner
1. Trim to size.
2. Punch a hole in the top left and top right corners of each pennant.
3. Thread onto ribbon or twine.

Toppers
1. Trim to size.
2. Tape a toothpick to the back of each topper.
3. For the larger toppers, tape to a straw instead.

Gift Tags
1. Trim to size
2. Punch a hole in the top center of each tag.
3. Use ribbon to tie onto a gift bag or item of choice.

Straw Banners
1. Trim to size.
2. Add double sided tape on one half.
3. Fold and wrap around a straw.
Eid Mubarak
Give a Gift

YOU can help us impact lives in big ways for years and years to come. Add these QR codes to your next gift or glue them to the back of your Eid gift tags. Get rewarded every time someone donates on your behalf.